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Article Body:
In baseball, hockey, football, and basketball, there are key positions that tend to be the dea

If you´re into wagering, understanding the importance of these positions in each game will giv
BASKETBALL:

In basketball the central positions are point guard and center. Both call for very different p
Although point guards shoot the ball, it´s not their primary responsibility. Point guards run

Thinking of the point guard as being a quarterback or an on-court coach may help you understan

Skills must include an ability to make plays by passing, dishing off, and penetrating the defe

When one thinks, ˆCenter,˜ they usually envision a tall, big and dominant player. Great center

If a team features both a premiere point guard and a strong center, chances are, if the game i
BASEBALL:

In a game of ball, it really comes down to pitching. It´s true that the thrills are often when

In baseball, you´re considered to be a great hitter if in every ten at bats you get three hits

Then there are the names we give these commanding players˙the stopper and the closer. A stoppe

Perhaps the most successful closer over the last 10 years has been the New York Yankee´s Maria

Solid pitching wins championships and that means a team with a stable of starters who can go d
HOCKEY:

Check out a goaltender´s save percentage and average goals allowed per game and you´ll get a g

The other thing about a great net minder is if his team knows he´s going to keep them in the g
The second position, and this one creates a new dynamic in the offensive zone, is the center.

Center Wayne Gretzky˙the Great One˙ended his amazing career with 894 goals and 1,963 assists˙a
FOOTBALL:

Football is a complex game of strategy, patterns, planning, and improvisation. In baseball eve

Football´s a whole other game. There´s an entire group of players on the gridiron that rarely

The QB is typically the playmaker. He must be able to comprehend a changing situation, analyze
The other player who often has the game in his hands, or rather on the tip of his toe, is the

Ironically, field goal kickers probably have more single moment pressure on them than quarterb

To be a high-pressure kicker, the player does not have to be a great athlete, but he does need
Kickers usually either possess or don´t possess this ability. This quality links kickers with

Next time you´re comparing teams, especially in playoff and tournament situations, look closel
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